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Press release - Appointment

Antoine Fournier has been appointed Chief Executive Officer
of Kosc Telecom, the new French telecom operator
dedicated to the wholesale connectivity market.
Kosc Telecom, the newly established alternative operator for the wholesale connectivity market
and its consortium formed by Yann de Prince, has started to constitute its management team.
Antoine Fournier is the first to be appointed as Chief Executive Officer and at 37 years old,
Antoine is widely known in the telecommunications world. His previous experience includes;
Director in Regulatory Affairs for Strategy and Economics at Colt Technology Services Group
and Partner at Tera Consultants where he began his career. Antoine climbed the ranks
within the international economic consulting firm while completing on average 20 missions a
year, both in France and abroad. His telecommunication expertise was called upon to handle
deployment or regulatory issues.
“I’m very proud to be part of this exciting technological business adventure,” says Kosc’s new
CEO. “Our plan is to offer specific services to wholesale operators so that businesses all over
France can have better access to fibre technology. Our services will be revealed in the near
future”.
“I’m delighted that KOSC has appointed Antoine Fournier”, says KOSC’s Chairman, Yann de
Prince. “Our particular field requires very specific knowledge and skills, and Antoine has
exceptional expertise. His experience will enable Kosc to rapidly roll-out its alternative fibre optic
offer for businesses across the country”.
With its fully fibre-cabled network all over mainland France, KOSC will become the third fixednetwork fibre broadband operator on the B2B market in France.
About KOSC: The KOSC consortium is a new French telecommunications operator
dedicated to the wholesale connectivity market, whose brand and services will be released in
the near future, it is chaired by one of its main shareholders, Yann de Prince and his former
partner; Boris Clausse, OVH, (Europe’s leading Cloud computing specialist and web host),
who backed the company’s creation along with other French financial partners.
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